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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Hanson and Mond [l] have considered a duality theorem for a 
class of continuous convex programming problems, extending a duality 
theorem of N. Levinson [2] for continuous linear programming problems. 
Their joint paper treated a theorem generalizing a similar extension by 
Hanson [3] of the author’s duality theorem [4], [5]. The hypotheses of all 
these theorems are similar and somewhat restrictive. 
In his doctoral dissertion, Grinold [6] succeeded in proving duality theo- 
rems for continuous programming problems with several types of objective 
functions using hypotheses which are symmetric for primal and dual pro- 
grams and which are a natural extension of the hypotheses of classical linear 
programming. His results contain the previously mentioned theorems and 
are based on separation theorems in function spaces. 
The proof of the duality theorem of [l] rested on extending the results of 
[2]. Unfortunately, the proof of the required extension was invalid. An 
example supporting this statement appears in the Appendix. 
Our purpose here is to outline a correct proof of the required extension 
of Levinson’s duality theorem [2], Theorem 3, thereby validating the com- 
prehensive concave duality theorem of [l], Theorem 1. Incidentally, at no 
extra cost, we can slightly generalize the results of [I]. 
2. STATEMENTS OF THE THEOREMS 
Let Ek denote Euclidean k space. Notation for appropriate matrix-vector 
products will not distinguish between row and column vectors by denoting a 
transpose. A dot will denote the usual Euclidean inner product. Vectors and 
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matrices will be denoted by Latin letters; their components and scalars by 
associated Greek letters. Lebesgue measure and integration are used. 
Let there be given bounded, measurable functions a and c mapping the 
closed interval [0, T] into EN and EM, respectively. Let the (M, N)-matrix 
valued functions B and K be given with domains [0, T] and [0, T] x [0, T], 
respectively. We shall assume B and K to be continuous almost everywhere 
with each component function bounded on its domain. 
PROBLEM I (Primal). Find a bounded, measurable function z : [0, T] -+ EN 
so as to maximize J-is(t) . a(t) dt, subject to 
B(t) ~(4 d c(t) + 1” K(t, s) 4s) ds, t E [O, Tl 
and 
0 
z(t) 2 0, t E [O, T]. 
PROBLEM I’ (Dual). Find a bounded, measurable function w : [0, T] -+ EM 
so as to minimize ]t w(t) . c(t) dt, subject to 
w(t) B(t) 2 a(t) + /‘w(s) K(s, t) ds, t E [O, Tl t 
and 
w(t) 3 0, t E [O, T]. 
Functions z or w satisfying their constraints will be called feasible. A 
feasible z or w which attains the extreme value of its objective function will 
be called optimal. 
The following constraint qualifications employed by Levinson will be 
assumed: 
(i) c(t) and K(t, s) have nonnegative components for all 
(t, s) E 10, q x [a q 
(ii) There exists a 6 > 0 such that for all i = l,..., M, i = l,..., iV, 
t E [0, T] either pii = 0 or pii 3 6. 
(iii) For all i = l,..., N, t E [0, T] there exists an ii = ij(t) such that 
Bijj(t) 2 6. 
Note that (ii) implies that B(t) > 0 for t E [0, T]. 
THEOREM 1. Under conditions (i), (“) u , and (iii), there exist optimal solutions 
z and a for Problems I and I’, respectively. Furthermore, two feasible functions z 
and w are optimul if, and only if, 
JIz(t) . a(t) dt = /Iw(t) . c(t) dt 
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This theorem was proved in [2] under the more restrictive assumption 
that the functions a, c, B, and K are all continuous. In case B and K are 
constant, the theorem was proved in [5], extending the result of [4] which 
required a and c to be continuous as well as B and K constant. Lemma 1 of [l] 
contained an invalid proof of this theorem using the additional assumption 
that B and K were everywhere continuous on their domains. A proof of 
Theorem 1 is outlined in Section 3. 
Now consider a real-valued concave function q defined and continuously 
twice differentiable on the set of all Ai vectors z.(t), where z is feasible for 
Problem I. Let the gradient of v be denoted by Gq. 
The dual convex programs considered are: 
PROBLEM II (Primal). Find a hounded, measurable function z : [0, T] -+ EN 
so as to maximize Jr p)(~(t)) dt, subject to 
PROBLEM II’ (Dual). Find bounded, measurable functions zu : [0, T] + EM 
and u : [0, T] + EN so as to minimize 
~‘b?‘(u(t)) - u(t) * Vd@)) + w(t) . c(t)] dt, 
JO 
subject to 
w(t) B(t) 2 b(W) + j)~(s, KG, t) 4 t E P, Tl 
and 
w(t) 3 0, t E [O, T]. 
THEOREM 2 (Hanson and Mond). Under conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), 
there exist an optimal solution 2 for Problem II and an optimal solution (u, W) 
for Problem II’ such that c = % and the extreme values of the objective functions 
of the two problems are equal. 
Actually, Theorem 2 slightly generalizes the result of [l] since B and K 
here need be continuous only almost everywhere, rather than continuous, 
on their domains. The proof of the concave duality theorem in [l], however, 
suffices to prove Theorem 2 once Theorem 1 is established. Clearly, 
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 if y(z(t)) = z(t) . a(t). 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
The proof uses a sequence of discrete approximations to the continuous 
problem, combining arguments employed in [2], [4], [5], and [6]. It will be 
assumed that the reader has access to the first three of these references in 
order to avoid needless repetition. We use the notation employed in [4] and 
[6] with a few simplifications. 
For any natural number n let A, = T/n and let tkn = kd, for k = O,..., n. 
Define ai)’ E EN by 
1 
I 
t;+1 
akn = - 
A, *rn a(t) dt 
for k = O,..., n - 1, and let u,,~ = uzel . Let ckn E EM be given by 
1 
f 
bcn 
ck 
n=- 
4 
c(t) dt 
c-1 
for k = l,..., n, and let can = cl”. [These correspond to un(tkn) and cn(tkn) 
of [4] and [5].] 
For integers k and m, 0 < k < n and 0 < m < n, we define (M, N)- 
matrices K,“,, = K(tkR, t,,“) and Bkn = B(t,“). 
It is important to note that for all appropriate n, k, and m, Ki,m and Bkn 
belong to the ranges of the functions K and B, respectively. This ensures that 
the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) carry over to the following pair of discrete dual 
linear programs: 
PROBLEM Pn. Find vectors ~a”,..., z,” E ENso as to maximize C& zkn * akn, 
subject to 
k-l 
Bk%c" < Clin $ 4, c K,",, zvn, k = O,..., n 
V=O 
and 
Zkn 3 0, k = O,..., 12. 
PROBLEM Dn. Find vectors won,..., w,” E EM so as to minimize cz=, w,” . ckn, 
subject to 
wknBkn > akn + A, f w,‘K’x: , . k = o,..., n 
v-=kfl 
and 
wkn > 0, k = o,..., n. 
(We understand that an empty sum xi’ or xz+1 is zero.) 
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LEMMA 1. Under conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) there exists a number p > 0 
and for each natural number n there exist optimal solutions {z~*,..., z,“} and 
{won,..., w,,“> for Problems P” and Dn, respectively, such that for each n and k, 
0 < k < n, each component of zKn and wkn is bounded above by p. 
Proof. The definitions ensure that all components of each aLn and ckn are 
uniformly bounded in absolute value and that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
carry over to each Pn and Dn. The rest follows from a slight, obvious modifica- 
tion of the argument used by Levinson [2], Section 4. 
The proof of Theorem 1 rests primarily on the next lemma. It combines the 
convergence arguments of [4], [5], and [6], Appendix C. 
LEMMA 2. Given the conclusion of Lemma 1, there exist bounded, measurable 
functiolzs z and w which satisfy the constraints of Problems I and I’, respectively, 
for almost all t E [0, T]. Furthermore, 
/:x(t) - a(t) dt = /;w(t) . c(t) dt. 
Proof. Let p, {zkn}, {w,“} b e as in Lemma 1. We define associated step 
functions, each component of which is to be regarded as an element of 
L”[O, T], as in [4] and [6]. 
Let zn : [0, T] ---f EN be given by 
z”(t) = pll” if t E [tkn, t;l) for k = O,..., n - 1 
(z,“-, if t = tnn. 
Let cn : [0, T] -+ EM and Bn : [0, T] -+ { set of (ill, N)-matrices} be simi- 
larly defined. Finally, let ZP : [0, T] x [0, T] ---f {set of (M, N)-matricesjbe 
defined by Kn(t, s) = K&, if t E [tkn, tr+l) and s E [t,“, tz+l) for 
k or m = O,..., n - 1. (If t or s equals t,,” a convention analogous to that used 
for zn is employed.)Step functions wn associated to the{w,n} are defined in [4], 
p. 652. 
The same “diagonal process” employed in [4] can be used to obtain 
common subsequences {ZQ} of {a”) and {w’Q} of {wn} and bounded, measurable 
functions z and w with zn* -+ z and wnl: -+ w as k + 00, where component- 
wise convergence is in the weak* topology of L”[O, T]. In order to avoid 
double subscripts, we shall say that .z? -+ z and wn + w (weak*) as n -+ 00. 
This means (see [4], p. 653) that for any t, , t, , 0 < t, < t, < T, any 
f E L1[O, T], and any component tin of zn that 
as n -+ co. A similar result holds for the components of the eon. 
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Note that exactly the same argument used in [4], pp. 656, 657 establishes 
that 
p(t). a(t) dt = yW(t) .c(t) dt. 
0 0 
It, thus, remains to show that the functions z and w are feasible almost 
everywhere for their respective problems. Only the proof that a is feasible 
almost everywhere will be given. The proof for w is similar. By redefining 
z(t) to be zero on a set of measure zero we may assume that z(t) > 0 for 
t E [0, T]. (See [4], (4.2).) Hence, as in [4], pp. 652, 653, it suffices to show 
that for any t, , t, , 0 < t, < t, < T, 
If* B(t) z(t) dt < j:: c(t) dt + ,;; (,I K(t, s) z(s) ds) dt. (1) 
t1 
Now, consider n fixed at an arbitrary value and let t E [0, T), so that there 
is a unique tkn with t E [tkn, tz+l). By the definitions, 
and 
P(t) = Bkn, c”(t) = Ckn, z”(t) = Zkn 
t; k-l qt, s) 2(s) ds = A, c K;,yz"Y 
0 v=o 
It now follows from these relations and the feasibility of {zkn} for Pn that 
B”(t)z”(t) < c”(t) + Iti K”(t, s) z?(s) ds, for t E Ltkn, t;+l)e (2) 
0 
Following Grinold’s method of proof [6], Appendix C, we define : 
P(t) = B”(t) z”(t) - B(t) z”(t) for t E P, Tl 
E”(t) = I jt K(t, s) z?(s) ds - 1” K”(t, s) zn(s) ds, for t E [tkn, $+I) O0 0 for t = t,” 
Grinold has shown that with these definitions h” and gn are uniformly bound- 
ed above in norm for n = 1, 2 ,..., t E [0, T], and, moreover, P(t) + 0 and 
g”(t) -+ 0 for almost all t E [0, T] as n -+ co. (The argument uses the con- 
tinuity almost everywhere of B and K, together with standard arguments 
bounding definite integrals in terms of the norms of their integrands.) 
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Now, from (2) and the definitions of ha and g”, 
B(t) z”(t) + hll(t) < c”(t) + It K(t, s) z”(s) ds - g”(t), t E [O, T) (3) 
0 
Let 0 < t, < t, < T. Integrate (3) from t, to f, . We can now show that 
Eq. (1) is satisfied. 
First, from the Appendix in [5], jz c’*(t) dt + j: c(t) dt as 12 + co. 
Second, from the weak* convergence of the z” to x, 
j’” B(t) z”(t) dt + jr’ B(t) z(t) dt 
t1 t1 
and 
jf’ (jt f% S) Z”(s) ds) dt - jr ( j: K(t, s) z(s) ds) dt, 
t1 0 
asn-+co. 
Third, from Grinold’s results on the properties of h” and g”, Lebesgue’s 
Dominated Convergence theorem applies to guarantee that 
s t2 tt h”(t) dt -+ 0 and I g”(t) dt + 0, t1 h 
asn-tco. 
Finally, since the inequality is preserved in the limit, Eq. (1) holds, and 
we see that z is feasible almost everywhere for Problem I. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Given functions z and w satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2, 
there exist functions z and w feasible on all of [0, T] for Problems I and I’, 
respectively, with 
and 
j=,%(t) * a(t) dt > j’z(t) . a(t) dt 
0 0 
j%(t) - c(t) dt < j=w(t) . c(t) dt. 
0 0 
Proof. The proof of the “Extended Patch-up Process” of [5] need be 
modified only slightly and in an obvious way to prove Lemma 3. The reader 
is referred to [5] or, alternatively, to [2] for essentially the same proof. 
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LEMMA 4. Functions z and w, feasible for Problems I and I’, respectively, 
are optimal for their respective problems if 
ITa . a(t) dt = I’w(t) . c(t) dt. 
0 0 
Proof. This follows from the well-known result that if z and zu are 
feasible, then 
j), . a(t) dt < jl w(t) . c(t) dt. 
See [4], Lemma 2, together with [l], Lemma 2 or [2], p. 83. 
Note that the inequality stated in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that the 
feasible functions E and w of Lemma 3 must also satisfy 
jr”(f) . a(t) = jTa(t) . c(t) dt, 
0 0 
so they are, in fact, the optimal solutions desired by Theorem 1. Thus, 
Theorem 1 is now established using the results of the lemmas. 
APPENDIX 
Here, we construct an example to exhibit a fallacy in the proof of Lemma 1 
in [I]. This lemma was the required extension of Levinson’s Theorem 3 
in [2]. 
Given Problems I and I’ with a and c bounded and measurable and B and 
K continuous, and given any E > 0, Luzin’s theorem [7] was used to obtain 
functions a, and c, continuous on [0, T] with a, = a and c, = c, except on 
respective sets with measures not exceeding E. Problem IO was then defined 
to be the same as Problem I, but with a, and c, replacing a and c, respectively. 
Thus, Levinson’s theorem applied to yield an optimal solution z, for Prob- 
lem IO. Then ZJt) was defined to be equal to z,(t) if c,(t) = c(t) and equal 
to zero, otherwise. It was asserted then that the Z, so constructed satisfied the 
constraints of the original Problem I. That this assertion is false, however, is 
demonstrated by the following counterexample with M = N = 1. 
Let c(t) be zero for 0 < t < 1 and let c(t) = 1 for 1 < t < 4. 
PROBLEM I. Maximize g z(t) dt, subject to z(t) < c(t) + J-i z(s) ds and 
z(t) > 0 for t E [0,4]. Now given any c > 0, choose l/n < E and observe that 
I 
0, t E [O, 1 - l/n] 
c,(t)= nt--+1, t E [l - l/n, l] 
1, t E [l, 41 
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satisfies the conclusion of Luzin’s theorem. The continuous, piecewise 
differentiable optimal solution x, for the associated Problem I0 is easily 
obtained by solving the integral constraint as an equality. By the definition of 
Z, we then obtain 
W) = I&” _ l), tE[o, 1) tE [l, 41 
But this Z, fails to be feasible for Problem I, since 
if to E (I, 4). 
The details can easily be supplied by the reader. 
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